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Figure 1: We investigate the perceived personality of synthetic individuals (e.g., F1F2, F2F1) created by mixing face and body of
two real people (F1, F2) and assess the influence of the originals’ facial appearance and body movements.

ABSTRACT
In this paper, we investigate the perceived personalities of face
swaps and how they relate to the personalities of the real people
used to create the synthetic individuals’ appearance andmovements.
Given that face swaps have become nearly indistinguishable from
real humans, they offer a promising direction for the fast creation
of realistic avatars. To investigate the usability of face swaps as
avatars, we perform an experiment assessing their personality on
the Five-Factor Model, their eeriness and appeal, as well as effects
due to familiarity with the original individuals. Our results indicate
that face swaps are perceived similarly to real humans and are
affected by familiarity. Furthermore, we find a stronger influence
of the body and movements on the perceived synthetic personality,
especially for their extroversion and conscientiousness.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Perception; Virtual reality; •
Applied computing→ Psychology.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Communication is one of the most fundamental elements of our
everyday live. While communicating with others, our message is
not only conveyed by words but strongly influenced by visual in-
formation like facial expressions and gestures [3, 23]. When direct
conversation is not possible, avatars can help to bridge the gap of
missing visual cues during online conversations between humans
or even serve as visual representation when interacting with ma-
chines. Therefore, the creation of conversational avatars has great
potential in various scenarios. Due to the strong impact of visual
information, the movements, expressions, and appearance of an
avatar can influence how the person or agent is perceived.

In this paper we assess the perception of face swaps – syntheti-
cally generated individuals as a mix of two people – in the context
of their usability as conversational avatars. More specifically, face-
swapping is a technique to create a synthetic person by combining
the body and movements of one person with the face of another
person (see Fig. 1). Face swaps generated by recent approaches
can be created with minimal manual intervention and are nearly
undetectable for human observers [33, 38], with new methods even
further improving their quality and generation speed [7, 44]. More-
over, a perceptual study found that face swaps are able to gener-
ally convey the same emotions as the corresponding source real
videos [39]. As these developments indicate that face swaps are
becoming more and more human-like, they could be valuable assets
in creative fields like movie creation or be used in communicative
scenarios as avatars or interactive agents.
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Figure 2: Our stimuli: Videos of 3 females (F), 3 males (M), all intra-gender and 2 inter-gender swaps (labelled as body-face).

For these scenarios, however, it is not only important that emo-
tions are conveyed as intended but also that the face swaps can
communicate a personality matching the creator’s intentions. In
general, personality describes how humans – or in this case avatars
– interact with their surroundings, also reflecting their behaviors,
ambitions, and values [29]. Therefore, the personality of an avatar
has a strong influence on how it is perceived by humans and how
pleasant the interaction feels to them. This raises the questions
on how the personality of face swaps is perceived and whether it
directly derives from the corresponding real individuals.

To address these questions, we analyze the personality of face
swaps based on the Five-Factor Model which has been well studied
in Psychology research and consists of the personality dimensions:
openness, conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, and neu-
roticism [9, 20, 34]. Previous research has shown that not only it is
possible to describe and rate the personality of humans [5, 9, 10, 12],
but also that virtual agents are perceived to have personalities [4].
Therefore, we conduct an experiment and let participants rate per-
sonality traits of face swaps and the corresponding real individuals.
Based on the obtained data, we investigate whether face swaps
are perceived to have a natural personality and whether this per-
sonality is similar to the original people. Thereby, we assess the
main driving forces for their personality between the influence
of their facial appearance and the body and movement (including
facial expressions), to give first insights into how face swaps can
be used to create conversational agents with certain personalities.
Moreover, an important point for the acceptance of avatars and
agents is their appeal and eeriness [43, 45, 46]. As face-swapping
could introduce distracting artifacts, unappealing visual effects, or
unnatural movements, we also assess the affinity of participants
towards the face swaps. Finally, familiarity with the original actors
influences the perception of face swaps [36], therefore we investi-
gate mixes of known faces and bodies. To gather the necessary data,
we conducted an online experiment in which participants watched
videos of face swaps as well as their original counterparts and rate
their personality, appeal, and eeriness.

In this paper we aim to answer the following research questions:
• Are the perceived personalities of face swaps in the range of
real humans’ personalities? How is the appeal and eeriness
of face swaps perceived?

• What is the major conveyor of personality - the facial ap-
pearance or the body with the movements and expressions?

• How does the observer’s familiarity with the original person
influence the perceived personality of a face swap?

2 EVALUATION FRAMEWORK
In this section we introduce our stimuli, questionnaires, and exper-
imental design.

2.1 Face-Swapping and our Stimuli
Current face-swapping approaches can create synthetic people of
such high quality that they are nearly undetectable by humans [33,
39]. As the techniques advance, new possibilities like face-swapping
without retraining for every body-face pair [26, 27] arise. Recent
methods further improve the quality of face swaps by increasing the
resolution [41, 44] or strengthening the preservation of the target’s
face features and identity [2, 14, 16, 40]. Moreover, the computa-
tional efficiency is constantly improved to allow real-time applica-
tions [7, 18] or face-swapping on mobile devices [42]. Considering
the high quality and fast generation of modern face swaps together
with the availability of ready-to-use open source frameworks [8, 28],
face-swapping offers great opportunities for the creation of avatars
for human communication or virtual agents.

The stimuli used in our experiment. In order to create reliable
avatars from face swaps, it is necessary to investigate how they are
perceived. To this end, the PEFS dataset [38] contains high-quality
face swaps created from recordings of free interviews and triggered
emotions by a method acting protocol [13]. In contrast to previous
datasets, which include distracting background elements [30, 31]
or well-known celebrities [17], the recordings of the PEFS dataset
allow to assess the personality of people behaving naturally with-
out clues about their personal background or career choices. As
the PEFS’ authors showed that the conveyed emotions are simi-
lar between face swaps and original videos [39], we combine the
emotion clips and the free interviews for our stimuli. This way, the
participants can see a wide range of emotions for each person as
well as natural movements and facial expressions. First, we show
all emotion clips (Neutral, Agreement, Disagreement, Happiness,
Sadness, Pain, Clueless, Fear, Surprise, Anger, Thinking, Disgust)
which on average have a duration of 46 seconds. After the emotion
clips, we append a part of the free interview for a total length of
two minutes per stimulus. As the audio channel has an influence
on the personality [4, 37], we mute the videos so participants only
focus on the visual appearance and movement. Furthermore, we
apply a label for each emotion to give the participants more context
to better understand the video content.

We choose three female and three male actors from the PEFS
dataset based on their facial appearance. Thereby, we aim to include
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Table 1: Factors of the OCEANmodel with their corresponding TIPI scales, and the questions used to assess Appeal and Eeriness.

scale (O)penness (C)onscientiousness (E)xtroversion (A)greeableness (N)euroticism

1 Open to new experiences, complex Dependable, self-disciplined Extraverted, enthusiastic Sympathetic, warm Calm, emotionally stable
2 Conventional, uncreative Disorganized, careless Reserved, quiet Critical, quarrelsome Anxious, easily upset

Appeal I found the person appealing “Extremely” = the person is one that you would like to watch more of and would be captivated by a
movie with that person as the lead

Eeriness I found the person eerie “Not at all” = the person restores a sense of security, confidence, calm in me. “Extremely” = the person is
gloomy and leaves me with a sense of fear.

a variety of features (long hair/short hair, levels of facial hair, make-
up, pale/tanned). All actors wear similar, neutral clothing which
does not enable conclusions to their background and personalities.
We use all face swaps within the same gender as well as two inter-
gender face swaps as shown in Fig. 2.

2.2 Personality Ratings and the TIPI Inventory
The most common way to survey the personality of humans and
avatars is by using questionnaires. As reports of one’s own per-
sonality or the personality of others are an important research
topic in Psychology, many protocols have been proposed. While
some of them focus on fewer [10] or more dimensions [5], most
commonly the Five-Factor Model is used [9, 20, 32, 34]. This model
rates personalities on the dimensions Openness, Conscientious-
ness, Extroversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism which are of-
ten abbreviated by their acronym OCEAN. However, even when
focusing on the OCEAN dimensions, many different questionnaires
to judge the dimensions have been proposed [6, 12, 25]. Between
those, the Ten Items Personality Index (TIPI) has been introduced
as a quick personality measure using only two questions (scales)
per OCEAN dimension [12]. We use TIPI as its usability for per-
ceptual experiments on the personality of avatars was shown in
previous work [46] and its short duration enables us to use a within-
participant design with a wide variety of stimuli. The questionnaire
contains a pair of adjectives for each scale and asks participants to
rate them on a Likert-scale from one (Not at all) to 7 (Extremely).
The complete list of adjectives is shown in Tab. 1 (top). For our
experiment, we use the order of questions proposed in the original
paper [12] but present them in a German translation [24].

2.3 Appeal and Eeriness of Virtual Characters
A successful avatar does not only need to portray the intended
personality, but also to feel pleasant to the people viewing or inter-
acting with the avatar. Previous research has found many factors
influencing the acceptance and affinity towards virtual characters
and interactive agents such as distorted proportions of facial ele-
ments [19], the level of detail on the skin [43], or the animation
quality and presence of motion anomalies [22]. As face swaps can
be affected by artifacts like unfitting facial contours, flickering and
blurriness, or unnatural expressions [35, 38, 39], it is possible that
they are perceived less pleasant than real people. Therefore, we
follow works on the personality of virtual characters [45] and ask
participants about the Appeal and Eeriness of the actors in the
videos. In contrast to previous work, which focused on the conspic-
uousness of face swaps, these scales allows us to measure whether

Figure 3: Average ratings for real people and face swaps.

the face swaps feel natural and do not cause discomfort. We include
two questions directly after the TIPI scales which also use a Likert-
scale from 1 to 7. We phrase our questions similarly to previous
work [45], see Tab. 1.

2.4 Experimental Design
We conduct an online experiment using a full within-participant
design to measure the personality, appeal, and eeriness of real
people and corresponding face swaps.

Participants. We recruit 18 participants (9 female) between
the ages of 18 and 39 via university mailing lists and social media
channels. As the cultural background can have an influence on the
perception of personality [21], we only recruit participants with
a German cultural background. They receive 10AC for their partici-
pation. Furthermore, we directly reach out to 5 more participants
(age range 20-39) who knew two of the original actors and asked
them to take part in the experiment in order to gain insights into
familiarity effects. Everyone in this group is male and has a German
cultural background. We will refer to this group of participants as
the familiarity group.

Procedure. The experiment is performed online using a within-
participant design with 20 stimuli from the PEFS dataset (see Fig. 2).
Participants are informed that they will watch videos without audio
and asked to do the experiments on a notebook or PC in a quiet
environment allowing them to fully focus on the experiment. Fur-
thermore, we describe the concept of face swaps and explain that
there could be artifacts in the facial area. We asked participants to
rate the genuine and modified videos based on their feelings and
intuition.

After the explanation, participants answer demographic ques-
tions on their age group, gender, cultural background, and course
of study/ professional background. Then, the stimuli are presented
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Figure 4: Average personality ratings for each real and face swap person. Face swaps are referred to as BodyFace and bars
indicating the average ratings of the used body (dashed) and face (solid) are added to the plots.

– one at a time – in a randomized order and the 10 questions of the
TIPI questionnaire as well as the two questions on the appeal and
eeriness (see Tab. 1) are displayed under the video. Participants are
able to pause, rewind, and re-watch the videos if necessary. Once
a participant finishes all stimuli, we ask whether they previously
knew anyone in the videos by showing them example frames from
the genuine videos. On average, participants needed 67 minutes to
finish the experiment.

3 ANALYSIS
For our analysis, we combine both scales of the TIPI questionnaire
(Tab. 1) into one value per OCEAN dimension by subtracting the
negative component (Scale 2) from the positive component (Scale
1) and dividing the result by 2. Afterwards, we normalize the values
between -3 and 3 as this better visualizes whether a person was
rated to have or not have each trait. Please note that Neuroticism
and Eeriness are negative traits (thus lower is better).

3.1 Personality of Face Swaps
In our first analysis, we aim to answer the research question on
whether face swaps are perceived to have normal personalities. We

assess this by looking at the overall differences in the participants
ratings between real and face-swapped people. First, we visualize
the data in a bar plot (Fig. 3), which shows overall similar ratings
between both conditions. Even though face swaps seems to have a
slightly lower conscientiousness and appeal, a MANOVA between
real and face-swap ratings in consideration of the OCEAN dimen-
sions and Appeal/Eeriness does not imply significant differences
(F(7,358) = 1.73, p = 0.1). This suggests that face swaps are not
perceived to have personality traits differing from of real humans.
Therefore, the face-swapping has not introduced negative personal-
ity traits, i.e., high neuroticism. Furthermore, the outcome does not
support that the eeriness of face swaps is higher than for real actors
which means that watching and interacting with them should not
cause discomfort.

In order to make sure that there are no extreme outliers, i.e., in-
dividual face swaps that have drastic differences in their perceived
personality, we plot the average ratings on each dimension for ev-
ery stimuli in Fig. 4. As we use recordings of regular people without
acting experience and deliberately chose free interviews to capture
their natural behavior and personalities, we find no extreme person-
ality ratings for the real individuals. For the face swaps, we observe
that their personality differs between each other in a similar way
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as real people differ to other real individuals. This shows that face
swaps are not all perceived to have the same personality. Another
interesting observation is that none of the face swaps is rated as
neurotic or eerie, as the average ratings on these dimensions are
below zero for every example. Therefore, the individual personali-
ties show that there are no extreme outliers and none of the face
swaps was perceived negatively along the personality traits or on
their affinity.

Overall, our results show that the personality of face swaps are
perceived to be similar to real people’s personalities. Together with
previous research stating that face swaps are nearly undetectable
and retain the emotion of the original actors [39] this indicates that
face swaps are perceived to have a personality.

3.2 Influence of Appearance and Movement
While our first analysis found that face swaps are overall perceived
to have real personalities, it is still unclear how their personality
is established. Therefore, we want to assess how the face swaps’
personalities compare to those of the actors they are created from
and investigate the influence of appearance and movements.

We start with a general assessment on the overall data focusing
on whether the perceived personality of the face swaps is more
similar to the personality of the face or the body. To this end, we
first calculate the absolute difference for each rating on a face swap
and the corresponding rating of the person used as face/body per
participant. We plot the differences from the face swap to the used
body and face for each factor (O, C, E, A, N, Appeal, Eeriness),
see Fig. 5. Judging from this plot, it seems as if, in general, the
influence of the body and movements is stronger than the facial
appearance, consistently with previous research [11] which shows
that facial expressions dominate over facial identity when judging
social traits. To statistically assess the data, we perform a MANOVA
with the difference to face and body as well as the dimensions as
independent variables and find that there are significant differences
(F(7, 49) = 2.04, p = 0.048). Afterwards, we perform ANOVA tests
for each factor and find significant differences in influence of the
body and face for conscientiousness (F(1, 502) = 6.46, p = 0.01) and
extroversion (F(1,502) = 6.05, p = 0.01).

Personality influences of the individual face swaps. Next,
we look at the perceived personality of each face swap in consider-
ation of the average rating of the used body and face as visualized
in Fig. 4 and compare the individual personalities to the results of
the statistical analysis.

For the real people, we notice that M2 is rated to be rather extro-
verted, while M1 and M3 are neutral on this dimension. Looking
at the face swaps using the body of M2 (M2M1 and M2M3), it is
visible that the extroversion leans towards the high ratings of the
original body. In contrast, his extroversion is not preserved when
applying his face to the other bodies (M1M2, M3M2). We can ob-
serve the same effect when comparing the real person with highest
conscientiousness (M3) with the male swaps using the body or face
(M3M1, M3M2 have higher conscientiousness than M1M3, M2M3).
However, this effect cannot be observed for the inter-gender face
swaps as M3F3 is rated with a neutral conscientiousness.

To assess the influence of facial features, we selected stimuli with
different facial features – like a male with mustache or a woman

Figure 5: Average difference in ratings between face swaps
and the actors used for body and face.

with heavy eyeliner – in our stimuli. However, there is no clear
tendency on how these influence the face swaps’ personalities. For
example, one face swap with mustache (M1M2) is perceived to have
a agreeableness similar to the original bearded face but lower than
the body, but the other bearded face swap (M3M2) is slightly more
agreeable than both original actors. The same is observable for
the woman with eyeliner. In this example, both swaps are mainly
showing a personality in-between the originals, however, one of
them has an average agreeableness closer to the face (F3F2) while
the other’s agreeableness is more aligned with the body (F1F2).

Finally, we want to look at skin tone mismatches, as these were
reported as artifacts for face swaps in previous work [38]. Looking
at the female participants, the skin color mismatches appears to
have no effect on the affinity of participants towards them as their
eeriness and appeal ratings stay within the ratings of body and face.
Interestingly, one of the face swaps (F3F1) is even rated slightly
more appealing than both originals. For male participants, however,
applying the tanned face to the pale bodies lowers the appeal and for
M2M3 even leads to higher neuroticism than both of the originals.

Overall, our analysis indicates that the body and therefore the
movements and expressions have a stronger influence on the per-
ceived personality than the facial appearance, especially for the
dimensions of extroversion and conscientiousness. We further find
that mismatches between the originals based on skin tone can have
a negative effect on the resulting face swaps.

3.3 Familiarity Effects and Gender Trends
As previous research suggests that familiarity with the original
individuals has an impact on the perception of face swaps [36],
we assess familiarity effects. To this end, we compare the ratings
between our normal participant group (no one knew the actors)
and the five participants who knew two of the original actors.

Gender differences. We want to compare our group of 18 par-
ticipants with balanced genders against the familiarity group of
only male participants. As previous research suggests differences
in perceived personality based on gender [21], we first compare
our male and female participants who knew none of the actors. A
MANOVA with the gender and dimensions as independent vari-
ables and the ratings as dependent variable reveals that there are
significant differences between both genders (F(7, 358) = 7.28, p <
0.001). Following this, ANOVA computations per dimension reveal
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Figure 6: Average personality ratings in consideration of the
familiarity with the original actors.

significance for the ratings of agreeableness (F(1, 358) = 6.17, p =
0.001), conscientiousness (F(1, 358) = 17.2, p < 0.001), neuroticism
(F(1, 358) = 15,27, p < 0.001), and openness (F(1, 358) = p = 0.02).
Notably, there are no significant differences between the impression
of appeal and eeriness between the genders.

Familiarity effects. As we found significant differences in the
ratings between genders, we only use the 9 male participants who
knew none of the actors to compare against the familiarity group
consisting of 5male participants. As the participants in the familiar-
ity group knew actors M1 andM2, familiarity effects could influence
their rating of all male face swaps. Therefore, we focus our analysis
only on these stimuli.

We first plot the data separately for face swaps and real people
and find a visual difference between the appeal ratings with higher
average ratings for both swaps and real people in the familiarity
group, see Fig. 6. Moreover, real people are rated stronger for their
personality traits and judged to be less eerie as participants could
have used their knowledge of the person for the ratings.

As our main question for this analysis is "Are there differences
in ratings between face swaps and real videos based on the familiar-
ity?" we need to conduct a two-way MANOVA with the familiarity
and condition as independent variables and the ratings per dimen-
sion as dependent variable. This way we find that both familiarity
(F(14, 206) = 14.6, p < 0.001) and condition (F(7,102) = 2.2, p = 0.04),
as well as their interaction (F(7,102) = 2.5, p = 0.02), have a signif-
icant influence on the rating. Following up on this, we find that
the difference in ratings on appeal and eeriness is significant for
both the real and swap condition between both groups (AppealReal
F(1, 26) = 11.5, p = 0.002; AppealSwap F(1, 82) = 6.16, p = 0.015;
EerinessReal F(1,26) = 4.43, p = 0.045; EerinessSwap F(1, 82) = 9.76,
p = 0.02). As it is counter intuitive to see both a rise in appeal and
eeriness, we visualized the ratings on face swap in Fig. 7. From
these plots, it seems that mixing both of the known individuals
creates face swaps that are rather appealing and not eerie, however,
mixing with the unknown actor can increase the eeriness and reduce
the appeal.

4 DISCUSSION
Based on our analysis, we want to further elaborate on interesting
findings, general observations and possible future directions.

Influence of face, body, and movement. During our analysis,
we found a stronger influence for the body and movement than
for the facial appearance on the personality of face swaps, with
significant differences between the dimensions of extroversion and
conscientiousness. We do believe that this does not stem from the
appearance of the bodies, but from the movements, expressions,
and gazes. We have two reasons for this assumption: First, the ac-
tors used in our experiment all wear similar, neutral clothing which
should not allow conclusions about their interests or personality.
Second, a stronger impact of body movements and gaze has been
suggested in previous research. Especially the dimension of extro-
version is reported to be affected by gazing behaviour [1, 15] and
body movements were found to even have a stronger influence than
speech [4, 37]. Similarly, conscientiousness was observed to be rated
higher based on the amount of eye contact [1]. Furthermore, we did
not find relevant influences based on the facial appearance. In the
future, it might be interesting to investigate face swaps with less
neutral facial appearances and clothing like piercings and tattoos,
business attire, or unnatural hair colors.

Influence of familiarity.We found significant differences on
the appeal and eeriness of face swaps depending on the familiarity
with the original actors. Our results indicate that face swaps can
lead to undesirable effects if they combine a known and an unknown
person. This means, talking to someone while using as avatar one’s
own body combined with an unknown face, can lead to discomfort
due to higher eeriness if the speaker and listener already knew
each other. Doing the same during a conversation with a stranger,
however, is unlikely to evoke the same effect. This means face
swaps could be valuable avatars in situations where the user wants
to protect their privacy while still conversing with an avatar that is
able to convey their emotions and retains some of their personality
traits. This also implies that virtual agents based on face-swapping
should avoid to use well-known faces (e.g. from celebrities) as
mixing those with unknown bodies or different body language
could increase their eeriness.

Range of personalities. In this paper, we assess the personal-
ity perception of real people. Therefore, we use the recordings of
regular people without acting experience. Furthermore, our stimuli
especially focus on interviews in which the recorded people talked
freely and naturally. While this allows us to obtain personality
ratings of non-scripted dialogues with reasonable variation in the
personalities of the original actors, they are overall rated rather
moderately. This way most actors are perceived either positive
or neutral on the OCEAN dimensions. Unfortunately, this means
that our analysis cannot asses what happens when mixing extreme
personality traits like one actor with very high and one with very
low extroversion which could be interesting for the generation
of exaggerated characters. In order to investigate this scenario, it
may be necessary to create specialised recordings and face swaps
using professional actors to create stimuli covering a wider range
of personalities.

Demographic considerations. Previous research found differ-
ences in personality perception between genders and cultures [21].
We balanced our participants in the non-familiarity group and
analyzed gender-related effects. In accordance with previous re-
search, we found differences in ratings between the genders on
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Figure 7: Average ratings of the familiarity group (knew M1, M2) face swaps. Face swaps are referred to as BodyFace and bars
indicating the average ratings of the used body (dashed) and face (solid) are added to the plots.

most OCEAN dimensions. However, we found no differences be-
tween the ratings of appeal and eeriness. As our participants in
the familiarity group are all male, we cannot analyse the influence
of familiarity effects on female participants. However, we did not
detect differences in appeal and eeriness between the genders in
our non-familiarity group, whereas these dimensions are the main
difference between the familiarity and non-familiarity group. There-
fore, we assume that the familiarity effects are similar for female
participants, which should be validated in future research.

We do not assess inter-cultural differences and only recruit Ger-
man participants to avoid cultural factors from introducing variance
in the data. As our main interest is not in the analysis of each in-
dividual face swap but in the differences between real and swap
personalities, our findings show first trends in face swaps’ personal-
ities perception. To gain insights into the relationship between the
personality of face swaps and the cultural factors, it would be inter-
esting to include face swaps of more varied ethical backgrounds.

Observations on inter-gender face swaps.We include two
inter-gender face swaps in our experiment. The original actors have
neither visible make-up nor facial hair. The combination of female
body and male face obtained average personality ratings close to
the originals, while the female face on the male body was rated
more critically. For the latter, we also found that, against our overall
assessment, the conscientiousness was rated more similar to the
person contributing the facial appearance. Furthermore, both inter-
gender face swaps were rated to be less appealing and more eerie
than both of the originals. Aside from the inter-gender face swaps,
we only observed the same effect for M2M3 (skin-tone mismatch).
Therefore, it seems possible that the ratings of participants were
affected by the mismatching genders of face and body. This suggest
that experiments on gender perception using face swaps could lead
to interesting results.

The conspicuousness of face swaps. Previous work on the
perception of face swaps focused on their conspicuousness and
whether humans are able to detect them [35, 38, 39]. These works
overall found that face swaps are already surprisingly hard to de-
tect for humans, but they also identified that some artifacts like
blurry regions, skin color mismatches, or unnatural expressions

remain. While investigating skin tone differences, we found that
they negatively impacted the male swaps but not the female swaps.
One possible explanation for this is that slight color changes in the
faces of women might be attributed to make-up, while they are
more unusual for men. However, even the male face swaps in this
example did not show a drastically increased eeriness. Therefore,
one could conclude that eeriness might not be a factor to recognize
face swaps.

Nevertheless, this changes for face swaps combining familiar
and unfamiliar people. Based on our results, participants report a
higher eeriness for mixed face swaps. Similar to previous research
on EEG signals of face swap videos [36], this implies that humans
are able to identify face swaps of familiar people making them less
likely to fall for scams involving the impersonation of close friends
and family members.

5 CONCLUSION: CAN FACE SWAPS BE USED
AS AVATARS?

The results of our analysis show that face swaps are perceived to
have personalities similar to humans, which together with previous
research stating the unobtrusiveness and emotional expressiveness
of face swaps [39], suggests that face swaps can be used as avatars.
Our analysis implies that high-quality face swaps do not show
increased eeriness or lowered appeal indicating that the interaction
with face swap avatars can be a pleasant experience. However, it
should be avoided to use a mix of actors familiar and unfamiliar
to the observer. As the movements might have a stronger effect
on the perceived personality, using a different face on one’s own
body might be useful to protect one’s privacy while still keeping
a realistic appearance indistinguishable from a real human when
conversing with strangers. Overall, our findings indicate that face
swaps can be used as avatars.
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